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INTRODUCTION
The title of this paper is a reminder that, although the name of the
Clinic has remained the same for the past 25 years, the goals and means
for the application of automation to public services have evolved.
Although the term knowledge engineering is presently used to denote the
process of building an expert system (Waterman, 1986, p. 5), dictionary
definitions of the component words suggest a wider possible scope.
While data can be defined as "a group of facts or statistics" (Webster's
Dictionary, 1956, p. 210) and to process is defined as "to put through
the steps of a prescribed procedure" (American Heritage Dictionary,
1970, p. 561) or "to handle in a routine, orderly manner" (Random
House Dictionary, 1980, p. 713), knowledge engineering covers a wider
domain. Knowledge is defined variously as "familiarity, awareness, or
understanding gained through experience or study" (American Heritage
Dictionary, p. 393); or "that which is known; the sum or range of what
has been perceived, discovered or inferred" (p. 393). Finally, engineering
may be thought of as "the application of scientific principles to practical
ends as the design, construction, and operation of efficient and economic
structures, equipment, and systems" (p. 239). This review of the history
of automation in public services, as documented in papers presented at
past data processing clinics, reflects the change in emphasis over time
from data to knowledge and from processing to engineering. This paper
has five parts: a brief chronology of the clinics, an analysis of various
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public services and the effects of automation thereon, the roles of library
staff, the effects on users, and future prospects.
CHRONOLOGY
The first Clinic on Library Applications of Data Processing was
held at the Illini Union on the Urbana-Champaign campus of the
University of Illinois, April 28 - May 1, 1963 under the sponsorship of
the University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science. Writing
in the Foreword to the Clinic proceedings, Herbert Goldhor (1964)
provides the rationale for sponsoring such a Clinic:
Starting from the proposition that it is the proper function of a
library school to give leadership to the profession, the Faculty of the
University of Illinois Graduate School of Library Science have from
time to time attempted to identify major challenge problems of our
age and to formulate appropriate responses to them. (p. iii)
The Clinic was one part of the School's response considering the role
of data processing in meeting the challenges facing libraries. The first
seven Clinics, during 1963-1969, dealt with data processing in relation
to all major aspects of library operations. Three different individuals
served as editors of those early volumes: Herbert Goldhor (1963-64,
1966), Frances B.Jenkins (1965), and Dewey E. Carroll (1967-69).
Beginning in 1970, each Clinic had a theme concentrating on a
specific aspect of library data processing. Although various aspects of
the automation of public services were touched on in several of the
Clinics, only two had this topic as the main focus: the 1975 Clinic
entitled The Use of Computers in Literature Searching and Related Reference
Activities in Libraries (Lancaster, 1976) and the 1987 Clinic on Questions
and Answers: Strategies for Using the Electronic Reference Collection (Smith,
1989).
Discussion of public services automation in the 1960's Clinics was
confined primarily to circulation systems, particularly in large academic
libraries, and to information retrieval systems in use in special libraries
and information centers. The dominance of technical services applica-
tions during this period is not surprising. John A. Wertz (1965) advised
Clinic participants to "search the library for operations which consist
only of the clerical tasks of rearranging the format of information, the
simple comparison of one datum to another, or the creation of ordered
lists of data" (p. 1 14), for these were the things a computer could do.
He forecast that the impact of automation would be greatest upon the
technical service and administrative areas, "partly because the computer
cannot change the intellectual process of questioning (and decoding the
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question) and partly because the technical processes are most open for
improvement" (p. 115). I. A. Warheit (1972) noted that it was not
surprising that the Clinic included no reports of online, interactive
reference systems because machine-readable files of large, general col-
lections had not yet been built (p. 18). By 1975 there was enough
activity to warrant devoting a Clinic to computer applications in reference
activities (Lancaster, 1976), and at the 1981 Clinic, Ronald L. Wigington
(1982) observed that "attention is now turning to improving the service-
providing aspects of libraries, such as subject access and document
delivery" (p. 5).
SERVICES
For the purposes of this paper, public services will include circulation,
information retrieval/literature searching (both retrospective searching
and current awareness/selective dissemination of information), interli-
brary loan/document delivery, referral/community information ser-
vices, question answering/ready reference, and information manage-
ment. Rather than providing a strict chronology of developments as
reported in the Clinics, each of these service areas is discussed.
Circulation
From 1963-74, Clinic proceedings contain many descriptions of
circulation systems, demonstrating the evolution in design and capabil-
ities as the underlying technology changed from punched card equip-
ment to second generation computers, then to third generation com-
puters with online access and, finally, to minicomputers. Early
implementations had to deal with severe limitations in the technology.
For example, Benjamin Courtright (1966) of Johns Hopkins University
reported that "the IBM 1401 in use has 8000 positions of core storage,
four 729 magnetic tape drives (no disk storage), and a fairly complete
array of special features on the central processing unit. The 8K storage
limitation is a decided nuisance, but so far it has been possible, if
somewhat awkward, to program around it. The daily circulation control
update program, for example, has nine overlays" (p. 27). Because of
the difficulty of programming, there were often delays in implementa-
tion. Ralph H. Parker (1964) of the University of Missouri noted that
their circulation system was already nearly two years behind the original
schedule and commented that
"pioneering is a slow business" (p. 54).
The first report on an online circulation system came when Robert
A. Kennedy (1970) described Bell Laboratories' BELLREL (Bell Lab-
oratories Real-Time Loan) system. In its initial configuration, the system
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linked two terminals in each of the company's three largest libraries to
an IBM 360-40 computer at Murray Hill, New Jersey. The system was
designed to process loans, returns, reservations, and a range of infor-
mation queries in real time; in addition, batch operations provided
multiple reports to aid in control and management of library resources.
Hugh C. Atkinson's (1972) report on the Ohio State online circulation
system noted that "the system should be one which would speak to the
problems of its users rather than simply the problems of the library"
(p. 23). A major problem for users prior to the introduction of the
online circulation system was the location of materials on a large campus
with a decentralized library system. He reported that circulation rose
over 40 percent in the first eighteen months of system operation,
reflecting the increased ease with which users could learn of the
availability of wanted materials. In the same year, Joseph T. Paulukonis
(1972) described the online real-time self-service circulation system at
Northwestern University which allowed users to charge materials them-
selves.
The 1 974 Clinic on the applications of minicomputers introduced
the concept of turnkey systems with Dennis N. Beaumont's (1974)
description of the LIBS 100 system developed by Computer Library
Services, Inc. (CLSI). He outlined the advantages of this approach to
automation:
This system is delivered ready to use, including the equipment and
programming necessary to meet the library's unique requirements.
The library need not hire or retain specialists in library data pro-
cessing applications. Libraries may now automate without major
investment in system development or specially trained staff, and
without start-up difficulties frequently associated with this process,
(p. 55-56)
At the same Clinic, Wayne Davison (1974) of Stanford pointed out that
minicomputers are suitable technology for circulation control systems
because of their reliability and availability. Libraries could afford to
have dedicated minicomputers supporting their circulation activities.
In the past few years, discussion of circulation systems at the Clinics
has been confined to consideration of online public inquiry to check
library holdings and circulation status. Margaret Beckman (1981) de-
scribed the features of the online circulation system at the University
of Guelph. The inquiry module of the circulation system was designed
with self-instructing display screens to lead from one command, instruc-
tion, or question to another. Beckman reported that in fall 1979 a
remote access capability was implemented, allowing any terminal on the
campus network to access the circulation system.
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Information Retrieval/Literature Searching
Online access to circulation systems emphasizes know item searching.
Since Donald H. Kraft (1964) reported on the application of IBM
equipment to Keyword-In-Context (KWIC) indexing and the Selective
Dissemination of Information (SDI) at the first Clinic, the use of
computers as aids in subject searching has become much more wide-
spread. Presentations at the Clinic first described batch searching systems
and then noted the growing availability of online access to machine-
readable databases. More recently, the emphasis has turned to end user
searching of remote databases, online catalogs, and databases on CD-
ROM.
Kraft characterized SDI as a new role for the library, that of an
active disseminator of information. His description of SDI notes the
potential advantages without acknowledging possible pitfalls:
SDI is like an electronic traffic director of information, analyzing
and routing it to those who have a need to know. This is a tool with
which one can match or compare his particular interests against the
flood of paper. Through the use of this technique, one automatically
receives only the specific information that he really wants. SDI
provides the librarian with the means to extend himself almost
infinitely in his ability to service his users' information needs promptly.
(P- H3)
Richard W. Counts (1967) of the Aerospace Research Applications
Center at Indiana University described the elaborate computer system
supporting their current awareness service. Because interest profile
development and maintenance was such a labor-intensive activity, the
Center planned to undertake research projects to investigate the feasi-
bility of automated profile maintenance.
Provision of current awareness service was not without problems.
G. E. Randall (1973) of the IBM Research Center Library described a
centralized computer-based current awareness service with a database
including all IBM internal reports, IBM patent disclosures, IBM oper-
ating and systems manuals, the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS) tapes for external reports, and COMPENDEX (Computerized
Engineering Index) for the open literature. Because the database in-
cluded citations to some material not in the IBM collections, not all
requests could be satisfied. Randall commented on the resulting stress
as follows: "Give a library a fixed budget, engender requests which
cannot be supplied from the collection supported by that budget and
you promote ulcers in the responsible librarian" (p. 120).
SDI services were provided by special libraries and this was initially
true for retrospective searching services as well. Response time for the
original batch-searching systems which accepted requests from other
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institutions could be measured in weeks rather than seconds. Louise
Darling (1966) described the MEDLARS search service at UCLA. She
explained that processing a batch of 10 to 15 searches through the
entire MEDLARS file could take from four and a half to five hours.
She observed that once the search service was
"operating routinely and
well, requests should be processed in two weeks, with emergency service
in one, providing machine time is available and search volume within
reason" (p. 99). At the same Clinic, M. M. Kessler (1966) of MIT
offered a view of things to come with his description of the Technical
Information Project which made use of a time-sharing system for
literature searching. Kessler felt it necessary to define on line for his
listeners as the capability that "a dialogue can take place between the
person and the machine" (p. 9).
By 1975, online searching was well established in special libraries
and was increasingly available in academic libraries. Online systems had
all of the capabilities of offline, batch-processing systems without any of
their major disadvantages. They supported interactive searching and
provided results with very little time delay. Roger K. Summit and Sally
J. Drew (1976) reported preliminary findings of the first major study
of online searching in public libraries. Their conclusions were optimistic:
The first year of the project has shown that computerized search
allows the public library to offer in-depth search service in diverse
intellectual fields, and in fields in which the reference librarian is
not expert. Computerized reference retrieval has been of great use
to the public libraries that do not have a large reference collection.
It also can be more cost effective than manual search for many topic
areas even when a large reference collection is available. The public
has shown great interest in the service and has expressed very positive
evaluations of the results obtained. We anxiously await the second
year, which will demonstrate whether or not the public is willing to
pay for such services, (p. 95)
Throughout the 1970s, library users had to rely on librarians acting
as intermediaries to search the available online systems. This was a
situation causing concern to some of the Clinic speakers. Davis McCarn
(1973) of the National Library of Medicine noted that online had not
yet reached the user because online systems were not being used directly
by those with the information need. Indeed, evaluations of MEDLINE
completed in 1972 and 1973 showed that over 75 percent of searches
were run in the absence of the requester (pp. 3-4). Sally Bachelder
(1976) described the New York Times Information Bank, explaining
that its use of conversational English and avoidance of function keys
made the system simple to master. Nonetheless, most subscribers re-
stricted use to librarians to hold down costs. She concluded that "while
today's technology has made the Information Bank and its user orien-
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tation possible, today's economy is preventing the user from gaining
full control of the inquiry process" (p. 22).
Widespread end user access to online systems had to await new
developments in the technology. The possibility was foreseen by A. E.
Negus (1974) when he suggested that minicomputers connected to a
network could provide a simplified and standard dialogue which would
make the various systems to be accessed look the same to the user,
obviating the need for separate training in the use of each different
system (p. 100). David M. Wax (1976) described the need for an even
more elaborate form of machine assistance to users:
the development of a compiler that would not only make the systems
compatible, but would also relate the user's information needs to the
appropriate data bases and translate the search question into appro-
priate strategies with appropriate vocabularies to search these data
bases on whichever systems they happen to be accessible, (p. 80-81)
Martha E. Williams (1980) outlined in some detail the transparency
aids that could be the components of a transparent information system
designed to support searching by a wide variety of types of users.
Transparency aids would include converters, selectors, evaluators, ana-
lyzers, and routers. Results of the Individualized Instruction for Data
Access (I IDA) project as reported by Thomas T. Hewett and Charles
T. Meadow (1981) suggested that software aids could allow end users
to do searches comparable in utility to those done by a professional
searcher. By the mid-1980s, minicomputer software products such as
the Sci-Mate Searcher described by David E. Toliver (1987) of the
Institute for Scientific Information could minimize differences among
access protocols, retrieval commands/responses, and database structures,
thus greatly simplifying searching for the end user. An alternative to
buying interface software is to develop it locally, as described by William
H. Mischo and Melvin G. DeSart (1989) of the University of Illinois.
They explain that such customized microcomputer interface software
can allow end user searching of external databases as an option within
an online catalog interface. This is particularly advantageous in science
libraries needing enhanced online access to contents of periodicals.
As an alternative to incurring charges for end user searching of
external databases, libraries can now purchase selected databases on
CD-ROM. The 1987 Clinic was the first to explore the possibilities of
this technology. Terry Noreault (1989) of OCLC noted that CD-ROM
is best for fairly large databases with many potential subscribers. Likely
applications for CD-ROM include supplementing online searching, pro-
viding access to reference material, and storing some material in full
text. Online systems will still be used when the databases are large,
currency of information is important, or the database is not used often
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enough to warrant purchase in CD-ROM format. Karen Havill Bingham
and Barton M. Clark (1989) reported the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign's experience with InfoTrac. They noted that student
response was enthusiastic, but that students are frustrated by the
limitation of one database per workstation. In particular, students would
like to be able to link InfoTrac to the library's online catalog.
It has taken much longer than anticipated to couple catalogs and
information retrieval systems. Frederick G. Kilgour (1969) spoke on
the initial system design for the Ohio College Library Center. He
predicted:
Soon after the shared-cataloging project goes into operation, there
will be activated a bibliographic information retrieval system which
will allow users of Ohio libraries to obtain rapid and complete searches
under subjects. An effort will be made to increase amounts of subject
indexing, which are presently inadequate in all libraries, (p. 86)
Twenty years later, Charles R. Hildreth (1989) was finally able to report
a convergence of online catalogs and conventional information retrieval
systems. He suggested that the promise was clear: online catalogs could
be better library catalogs than card catalogs, as well as powerful and
usable interactive retrieval systems. At the same conference, Betsy Baker
(1989) reported that networks were increasingly moving in new direc-
tions to support more public service needs. She cited as evidence OCLC's
cooperative work with BRS to provide subject access to a cross-discipli-
nary database ofOCLC records available using BRS's searching software.
In addition, OCLC was providing subject-oriented subsets of the OCLC
database on CD-ROM, gateway searching access to BRS databases from
the OCLC terminal, and improved dial-access capability.
Interlibrary Loan/Document Delivery
With the advent of online literature searching, library users were
faced with the dilemma that references to relevant literature could be
found in minutes, but the actual documents could take days or weeks
to track down. In addition, because it was so easy to obtain references
to documents not held locally, demand for interlibrary loan services
grew. A natural response was to see if technology could be enlisted to
speed up the interlibrary loan process. Joseph Becker (1973) reported
that ARL was considering using a computer as an "electronic mailbox"
to store interlibrary loan request messages for particular institutions
and transmit them automatically according to predetermined schedules
or on demand. He outlined the possible functions of such a system in
more detail:
A national system of interlibrary communication for interlibrary loan
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would not only route messages more effectively, but it could also
utilize companion computer programs to manage and administer the
operation of the total system. Thus a computer could handle billing,
maintain the statistics, do accounting, keep track of copyright roy-
alties, etc. In time, with heuristic programming and a directory of
holdings, a computer might even learn to switch incoming requests
automatically to those institutions in the network that have the
highest response potential, (p. 176)
Dennis Oliver (1985), in his discussion of electronic mail services in the
library, reported that bibliographic utilities had moved closer to elec-
tronic messaging through the implementation of interlibrary loan sub-
systems.
Irwin H. Pizer's (1972) paper on online technology in a library
network serves as a reminder that technology alone is not enough. He
noted that an example of the possible power of an online network
involves the interlibrary loan process. The State University of New York
(SUNY) network performed all of the necessary programming and
testing of procedures to support interlibrary loan, and the system was
declared operable in 1969. He reported that "as the librarians of the
member institutions were faced with the reality of accepting a larger
number of interlibrary loan requests than they had been accustomed
to receiving, they balked. The Network Advisory Council felt that the
anticipated avalanche of requests would render normal service in this
area unworkable, thus the automatic interlibrary loan procedure was
never tried, even on a limited basis" (p. 58).
Referral/Community Information Services
Just as interlibrary loan allows a library to facilitate user access to
printed sources of information not held locally, referral or community
information services can link library users to organizations or individuals
relevant to their needs and interests. Technology has been used to
support and enhance this service as well. Perhaps the best example of
this concept is provided in MAGGIE'S PLACE at the Pikes Peak Library
District, as described by Ken Dowlin (1987). Files maintained online
for consultation by the public included listings of community agencies,
clubs, and organizations; adult education courses; an events calendar;
and daycare centers. The online system also supported a community-
wide public carpool system and a transit information system to provide
schedules of the city bus system online.
Question Answering/Ready Reference
MAGGIE'S PLACE provides one example of online support of
question answering or ready reference. Increasingly, librarians have
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recognized that other tools, including the online catalog and online
information retrieval systems, are also valuable aids to ready reference.
In fact, Hugh Atkinson (1972) reported that, although the online
circulation system had not been designed with the needs of reference
librarians in mind, it was proving to be an important part of reference
services. The terminal provided in the reference department was used
for answering catalog information questions, matching bibliographic
sources against library holdings. This example illustrates an observation
made by historian of technology Derek de Solla Price (1980) at that
year's Clinic: "A new technology never just replaces the old method
it enables quite different styles of life to come into being. Furthermore,
it is the very indirect results of a technology that are its most interesting
and sometimes its most significant consequences" (p. 14).
Another precursor of widespread use of the terminal at the reference
desk was the New York Times Information Bank. Sally Bachelder (1976)
reported that subscribers made heavy use of the database for book and
theater reviews, analyses of topics of current interest, information on
state and federal legislators, and information on the economy (p. 20).
The system was used when it was the only source that could supply the
information, or when the time required for a manual search would be
too great.
By 1987 the electronic reference collection had considerably ex-
panded in scope. Charles R. Anderson (1989) described online ready
reference in public libraries, equating ready reference with being able
to find quick facts. He suggested that three elements are required for
online ready reference: the terminal must be at the reference desk
allowing easy connection to online vendors; someone capable of search-
ing online must be scheduled at the reference desk at all times the
library is open; and the library should not charge its patrons for responses
to ready reference questions relying on database access. Virgil P. Diodato
(1989) reported on online ready reference in academic libraries, and
proposed that questions to be answered online require short periods of
online time, small amounts of online costs, and brief retrieval of
information. Examples include bibliographic verification, current infor-
mation, information that requires coordination of several search concepts
or terms, information for which no printed sources exist in the library,
and definitions and directory information. At the same conference, Beth
S. Woodard (1989) gave examples of how the online catalog can respond
to many of the same types of ready reference questions.
Information Management
One other service is assisting researchers in management of their
personal files. F. W. Lancaster (1976) suggested that assistance in the
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building and maintenance of personal files might be a needed service
in universities, research institutes, industry, and government agencies
(p. 153). Although Lancaster envisioned such files as being online,
microcomputer software packages now offer an alternative. While this
topic did not receive attention in subsequent Clinics, many academic
and special librarians now do see this as a possible service, as described,
for example, by Camille Wanat (1985) and Elizabeth H. Dow (1987).
ROLES OF STAFF
Having reviewed the growth and change of services as a result of
applications of technology, it is appropriate to consider next the staff
roles and responsibilities in providing those services. In her paper on
competencies required of public services librarians to use new technol-
ogies, Danuta Nitecki (1983) argued that the basic competencies required
of public services librarians to perform their primary functions today
are the same whether or not automated resources are used. She
enumerated and discussed five basic types of competencies, including
the abilities to communicate with others, to analyze needs, to retrieve
data, to instruct users, and to manage operations and supervise staff
who provide services. There are new techniques to be mastered and
new resources to be understood, but this was true of the print reference
world as well. As one reviews discussions of staff roles in the various
Clinic proceedings, two themes emerge: an attempt to distinguish
intellectual from mechanical activities and an attempt to define the
librarian's relationship to users.
Mechanical vs. Intellectual
Some early Clinic speakers felt the need to remind their audiences
that not everything would be mechanized. Concluding her presentation
on mechanization of routines in the IBM Advanced Systems Develop-
ment Library, Marjorie Griffin (1964) noted that "since the library staff
will be freed from these clerical tasks, they will be able to render more
intellectual service; for no matter how much we accomplish in library
automation, there is always need for intrinsic intellectual effort" (p. 95).
In the same year, Seymour I. Taine (1964) described bibliographic data
processing at the National Library of Medicine as MEDLARS was
becoming operational.
Certain tasks, such as indexing, cataloging, preparation of search
requests, and proofreading will be performed by people while ma-
chines will perform such operations as storage, retrieval, and com-
position of bibliographic citations.
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In the development of a computer information retrieval system
such as MEDLARS, there is a natural tendency to stress the data
processing aspects at the expense of these humanly performed func-
tions. Since it is indisputable that the mechanized portion of the
system requires a tremendous effort to engineer, it becomes necessary
to exercise care and discipline to avoid relegating the other parts to
a kind of second-class status. This could be fatal. Difficult and complex
as the data processing problems that confront us are, I have the
conviction that the success or failure of MEDLARS will be more
directly related to the non-mechanized elements, (p. 124)
As online systems became available, there was an even greater interest
in understanding the intellectual processes of the human and the
mechanical processes of the machine combined through interactive
processing. I. A. Warheit (1972) asserted that "the exploitation of the
interplay between what the machine can do and what the human can
do is what will really advance the state of library technology" (p. 19).
Fifteen years later, in 1987, the issue rose again as developers sought
to build expert systems for online searching and other aspects of
reference work. As Stephen P. Harter (1989) pointed out, before this
can be accomplished, system designers will have to know much more
about how librarians search than is known at present.
Relationship to Users
Given that expert systems are quite unlikely to take over all situations
in which public services librarians work with users, it is of interest to
explore the impact of automation on librarians' relationships to users.
In 1975, D. M. Wax (1976) noted that, while special librarians had long
been involved in carrying out personalized bibliographic searches for
library users, the role of the online searcher was a totally new one for
the academic reference librarian (p. 81). He also observed that intro-
duction of computer-based reference services required the librarian to
adopt a more active role in user education and service promotion.
Others have noted the change in user expectations associated with
computer-based reference services. In 1975, R. K. Summit and S. J.
Drew (1976) commented that patrons using the online search service
could require more of the reference librarian's time and were often
more critical of the results than the typical reference patron (p. 95).
Danuta Nitecki (1983) elaborated on this point:
There seems to be an implied higher expectation of librarians to
provide precise, accurate information with the use of online systems
than was previously experienced. The costs calculated with each
instance of use of automated resources and the visibility of errors
such as incorrect logic, improper selection of files or terms, and
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misspelling both contribute to a rising sense of accountability
among public services librarians using online sources.
She argued that the experiences of providing online services and the
resulting sensitivity to efficiency, user satisfaction, and cost effectiveness
should also contribute to development of library service philosophies in
other aspects of public services.
As end user searching becomes more common, there is still a need
for librarians to serve as consultants. In addition, reference librarians
themselves may need to consult each other as one means of answering
difficult questions. R. Bruce Briggs's (1976) report on a study of the
user interface for bibliographic search services identified the need for
remote access to system specialists in a network environment. Murray
Turoff and Starr Roxanne Hiltz (1980) advocated the use of computer
conferencing systems to support referential consulting networks, indi-
viduals willing to share their knowledge to answer questions. Richard
T. Sweeney (1983) suggested that "the concept of librarians providing
assistance to patrons, some of whom are in a distant location, while
'walking' them through a search is a promising continuation of the best
part of our profession" (p. 60). Sheila Creth (1989) elaborated more
fully on the possibilities of online reference service. The online question
can be forwarded to the librarian with the subject expertise who will
be able to provide the most knowledgeable assistance rather than having
a question answered by the person who happened to be scheduled at
the reference desk. In a fully automated, network environment the
librarian responding to a reference question will also be more likely to
use telecommunications to communicate with colleagues within the
institution and nationally in responding to a particularly complex ref-
erence question.
EFFECTS ON USERS
In turning to a discussion of the effect of automation on library
users, it is appropriate to recall Robert A. Kennedy's (1970) observation
on his library's automated circulation system: "What BELLREL has
meant to the individual library user is less well known. Many scientists
and engineers have expressed strong technical interest. Many understand
how the system works for them. Others, it seems, would accept conveyor
belts or carrier pigeons, as long as information needs were met" (p.
30). Thus one must not let fascination with the technology obscure the
ultimate aim of better satisfying users' information needs.
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User Needs
Burton W. Adkinson (1964) recognized that data on information
needs and uses could be gathered as a byproduct of mechanized systems.
He cautioned that "it will take a sizable effort to be able to gather the
right kind of such information and to make good use of it. Yet the
effort needs to be made" (p. 7). M. M. Kessler (1966) reported that
the early online retrieval system at MIT included a monitor system "so
that everybody who is using the system gets recorded as who he is, how
long he is using it, what questions he asks and so on" (p. 16). Another
approach was to study users of existing systems to suggest requirements
for future systems. In Ben-Ami Lipetz's (1970) report on an extensive
study of users of the Yale University Library catalog, he explained:
"Our study attempts to find out what our users want from a catalog,
but it does not stop there. It also attempts to find out the extent to
which our present card catalog satisfies the needs of the users. And,
furthermore, it attempts to find out whether there are practical methods,
manual or mechanized, to satisfy needs that are not now being met"
(p. 44). He assessed the value of such research as follows: "With all the
effort that has been going into research and development work on how
to computerize catalogs, it would be nice to have more guidance on
how to do it right" (p. 48).
User Satisfaction
Closely related to the concept of user needs is that of user satisfac-
tion. It is appropriate to begin with Mooers's Law, cited by F. W.
Lancaster (1976): "An information retrieval system will tend not to be
used whenever it is more painful and troublesome for a customer to
have information than for him not to have it" (p. 145). Lancaster
suggested that convenience appears to be the single most important
factor determining whether or not an information service will be used.
This observation was echoed by Irwin H. Pizer (1972) in his discussion
of online system design. He commented that "we learned very early
that the threshold of user impatience when using an on-line system is
very low. One can choose to ignore the problem, but one then finds
that the system is regarded as unsatisfactory by many, and ignored
altogether by others. Driving away the potential user is not the solution
to the problem." (p. 65). Considering the convenience of remote access,
Frederick G. Kilgour (1977) remarked that "not having to go to a
library is a very important improvement in providing library service"
(p. 8).
In a discussion of administrative considerations for library auto-
mation, Richard E. Chapin (1967) noted that the best-laid plans of any
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automated system can be hampered by the users. He advised that "they
do not have to love the computer, but they should accept it. In order
to meet this criterion, a system should be designed so as to provide the
user with more information or better service. If possible, the user should
be informed as to why automation is being installed and how it will
work" (p. 64). Twenty years later, in his discussion of optical storage
media, Terry Noreault (1989) suggested that these media would have
a much larger effect on the delivery of reference service than simply
through their direct application. He predicted that users would become
more aware of the benefits of electronic information sources and expect
to have access to them for all their information needs. Thus CD-ROM,
while not appropriate for every information need, would educate end
users about what is possible and thereby increase the demand for all
forms of electronic information sources.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
While it may seem somewhat anomalous to conclude a historical
review paper with a section on future prospects, the Clinic proceedings
in fact include a number of forecasts regarding the future of automation
in public services which are as yet only partially fulfilled. It is of interest
to review these forecasts to suggest what remains to be done. The
forecasts include prospects for remote access, integrated access, and
future roles for librarians.
Remote Access
Forecasts on remote access are the first area to be examined. Joseph
Becker (1966) found prospects for a national library network exciting:
A library network is rich with the promise of a wholly new approach
to the problem of gathering and retrieving essential information. It
will transform libraries into active, rather than passive, sources of
knowledge by permitting information exchange to flow in either
direction between library and patron. The ability to confer with a
library without necessarily visiting it, and the added ability to transfer
selected information from library to home or office for individual
use, should have a profound effect on the processes of research and
education, (p. 5)
William J. Kubitz (1980) was able to describe in some detail the
technology that would support remote access:
The availability of low-cost computing and storage will make com-
puters available and economical for everyone, whether in business,
industry or the home. What we now call "microcomputers" will
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become as powerful as present-day large computers, but will sell for
under $1000. Large central data banks will be formed as repositories
of information. High-speed digital communications links will be
readily available by way of satellite transmission in space and optical
fibers on the ground. Digital communications will be brought into
the home via the telephone system or cable TV or both. This will
allow the user to call the central data banks using the home computer
system. The home computer systems will have color TV, voice output,
limited voice input, possibly a facsimile printer, and an associated flat
panel character (book) display, (p. 160)
Integrated Access
Remote access is a necessary but not sufficient condition to insure
exploitation of the growing number of information resources in machine-
readable form. Various Clinic speakers have outlined plans for integra-
tion of electronic resources to insure their coordinated use. Some of
the proposals presuppose directories of information resources to support
automatic switching of requests to appropriate resources. Thus Don
Swanson (1967) envisioned catalogs and indexes that could guide one
to the location of any item of material in the universe of recorded
knowledge. He suggested that "from a single point of interrogation we
should be guided either to Chemical Abstracts, to the National Union
Catalog, or to a small catalog of special materials one of which, with
further dialogue, would yield the answer" (p. 4). Glyn T. Evans (1973)
provided examples of necessary linkages among files. The user finding
serials citations while searching a database such as ERIC should then
be led to a serials data file to impose bibliographic consistency. From
there, the citations are passed to a Union List of Serials database to
discern locations. From there, they go to a circulation file to assess
availability and then back to the librarian or user, some data perhaps
being forwarded to an interlibrary loan module either directly or
following user decision. Evans further suggested that this should be
automatic, with results of all searches presented to the user as a complete
report in response to the search request. Charles R. Hildreth (1989)
presented a contemporary view of the one-stop, self-service, information
access and delivery station (or the "scholar's workstation"). Databases
to which integrated access could be provided include locally created
and maintained files, remotely published files stored and accessed locally,
and external bibliographic and information files.
Charles T. Meadow (1989), also a speaker at the 1987 Clinic, offered
an alternative vision, emphasizing different programs for different
situations. He pointed out that there is not a universal reference book.
He proposed that individual authors who can visualize a problem
situation should design for that situation. A "situation" is a combination
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of a set of available information and potential users. For example, the
physician interested in current information about drugs on the market
has a different need than the research pharmacologist. Different groups
may have not only different needs, but different searching skills as well.
New Roles
Meadow's vision of tailoring system design to users suggests new
roles for librarians. Wigington (1982) predicted that "the information
professional will fill a prime role in the design of man-machine dialogue
and algorithms for use by persons less experienced in information system
intricacies" (p. 11). Richard T. Sweeney (1983) predicted that librarians
will be involved in building knowledge bases, "organizing the electronic
information delivery and access, providing a quality filtering and syn-
thesis process that reduces much of the redundant and irrelevant
information to just what a practitioner or scholar needs" (p. 66).
In moving from data processing to knowledge engineering, much
basic research needs to be done and this, too, has been acknowledged
over the years by various Clinic speakers. Burton Adkinson (1964)
noted the need for investigations into the nature of language and how
it represents and conveys information. Joseph Becker (1966) saw the
need for study of methods for automatically extracting meaning from
a text, involving correlation of facts and inference of subject relationships
from the complete content of articles and books. He rightly observed
that this area would
"require additional research before we can see
clearly how such a capability will affect the duties of the reference
librarian" (p. 3). David L. Waltz (1976), describing natural language
question answering systems, predicted that the descendants of the systems
he described "could eventually revolutionize the entire structure of
libraries, as well as the lives of all those who use and benefit from
libraries" (p. 144). Finally, Tamas E. Doszkocs (1987) identified several
relevant research areas in addition to natural language processing
techniques: expert systems, intelligent information management, and
artificial intelligence knowledge representation techniques.
Although the Clinics have been sponsored from the beginning by
a library school, relatively few papers specifically addressed the impli-
cations of library automation for library education. An exception was
Don R. Swanson's (1967) paper, in which he suggested two reasons why
automation might be expected to have an important impact on librar-
ianship. First, questions on purposes and goals are raised that no one
before thought of asking. This is reminiscent of the conclusion of Jesse
Shera's (1964) essay on "Automation and the Reference Librarian"
which stated that "a new understanding of librarianship may eventually
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prove to be the greatest single gift of automation to the library world"
(p. 7).
A second important impact that automation may have on librar-
ianship is that it presents an opportunity to invent the library of the
future as though nothing existed today. This is reminiscent of J. C. R.
Licklider's (1965) book Libraries of the Future in which he proposed the
development of "procognitive systems" that would extend farther into
the processes of generating, organizing, and using knowledge. Licklider
cautioned that in thinking about procognitive systems, one must be
prepared to reject the schema of the physical library.
Swanson (1967) concluded that "it is this notion of inventing, or
planning, future libraries in the light of a critical re-examination of
their purposes that may be regarded as having far-reaching implications
for library education" (p. 2). This historical review of the impact of
automation on public services suggests that this process of inventing in
light of a critical re-examination has indeed begun. The challenge to
all, both within and outside of library education, is to carry this process
forward.
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